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S U N S T O N E  

GOAL DISPLACEMENT IN THE CHURCH: 
OR, 

WHY DID THEY CARPET THE GYM? 
By John Tarjan 

INTRODUCnON 

SomnPAE5 r n G S  wpm WHICM S a M  C O m I C T O X Y  
or which don't quite make sense. Wars are fought on religious 
&rounds when the religions of both sides proclaim love for one's 
fellow beings. Political scandals like Watergateor the Iran-Contra 
affair take place when the participants involved appear to be 
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highly paaiatic and want the &st for their country. 
I have noticed such phenomena in almost every organiza- 

tion to which I have belonged. I have often wondered, Why  
are we spending so much time and effort doing things that don't 
make sense?" Perhaps you have had similar feelings. A con- 
cept frommanagement literature, called goal displacement, has 
helped me understand why these things happen. Goals are valu- 
able tools. They help allocate resources and direct the behavior 
of individuals or organizational members. However, when goals 
are misunderstood, resources are misspent and dysfunctional 
behaviors occur. 
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Goal displacement refers to situations in which a trans- 
cendent or high-level goal becomes replaced, or displaced, by 
an intermediate or low-level one. Energy and resources are 
focused on lower-level goals, which become ends in themselves 
and often detract from higher-level goals. Goal displacement 
most often occurs when we reward only the attainment of lower- 
level goals and fail to reward the accomplishment of trans- 
cendent objectives. 

A classic example is the public school system (Fig. 1). Tax 
dollan are spent on educaaon on the theory that a well-educated 
public is necessary for a successful democracy. For students 
to become well-educated, they need to attend school. Attend- 
ance is a lower-level but necessary objective. In the case of 
public schools, the main rewards offered to school 
administrators -budgets and promotions- are often based upon 
attendance. Naturally, resources and effort are directed toward 
increasing and maintaining attendance, sometimes resulting in 
a diversion away from more important educational processes. 
Recently we have seen increasing movements to redirect atten- 
tion and rewards to the quality of the educational experience 
itself. These movements are an effort to replace a previously 
displaced high-level goal. 

All organizations receive input from its environment: from 
money, labor, or materials (Fig. 2). These are utilized in a trans- 
formation process which results in a manufactured product or 
a service. Such transformations include producing steel, assem- 
bling automobiles, curing patients, and converting souls. The 
goods or services are then offered in exchange for more inputs 
such as money. For-profit enterprises receive rapid and 
unmistakable feedback on their success from accounting data. 

Measures of success can be grouped into two categories: those 
dealing with efficiency and those dealing with effectiveness. 
Examples of measures of efficiency in a for-profit manufactur- 
ing firm include manufacturing cost per unit produced or per- 
centage of defects rejected. Measures of effectiveness focus on 
outside reaction to the organization or its outputs. Examples 
of effectiveness measures include consumer satisfaction and the 
quality of goods produced. All successful businesses need to 
have a dual focus. If they are not efficient, their outputs will 
not be competitively priced. On the other hand, even if they 
produce goods efficiently, they will not be profitable unless they 
can effectively meet the demands of consumers by offering qual- 
ity goods and services. 

However, in not-for-profit organizations there are few con- 
crete measures of high-level goal attainment avadable to adminis- 
trators. They do not have the luxury of using profitability as 
a measure of ultimate success. Thus not-for-profit organizations 
are forced to gauge success in other ways, some of which are 
discussed below. 

Effectiveness, a fairly abstract concept, is usually associated 
with attaining higher-level goals. Since it is often hard to assess 
in not-for-profit organizations, goals dealing with effectiveness 
become subordinated to those dealing with efficiency. Atten- 
tion is focused on easily quantifiable measures of production 
rather than on the quality of service or product. This is what 

happens when public schools receive resources based upon 
student attendance rather than on educational quality. Another 
example is seen in the American prison parole system. Parole 
officers are often rewarded for handling a high number of cases 
rather than for their success at helping their charges reintegrate 
into society. 
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Hierarchy of Goals in Public Education 
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Open Systems Model of an Organization 
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FIGURE 3 
Hierarchy of Goals in a Gospel Setting 
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GOAL DISPLACEMENT IN THE CHURCH 

M O R M O N S  respond very well to goals. Many outsiders 
have been impressed at our ability to quickly and efficiently 
marshall our efforts to achieve our collective and individual 
objectives. We start early in the Church: Primary children are 
given a variety of tasks to accomplish, like memorizing the arti- 
cles of faith prior to graduation; the young women's program 
places heavy emphasis on the continual setting and comple- 
tion of goals; and the Scouting program guides young men to 
set and realize meaningful objectives. We pride ourselves on 
our success at producing eagle scouts. 
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The collective Church also responds well to goals. I still 
remember President Kimball's call for more missionanes in 
1974. He set a variety of related goals; most, if not all, were 
thought to be overly ambitious. Yet the results were amazing: 
over 30,000 missionaries in the field and an explosion in the 
number of missions. Other examples of organizational objec- 
tives include home and visiting teaching, the family-to-family 
Book of Mormon program, recent exhortations to read the Book 
of Mormon, and fund raising to build temples and chapels or 
to support BW. Almost every elders quorum I have been in 
has at one time or another set a goal for home teaching per- 
centage. In one Utah ward I received almost weekly updates 
on the number of copies of the Book of Mormon placed. Across 
the country I have seen Book of Mormon reading charts pop- 
ping up in homes and chapels. Our success at quickly raising 
money is legendary. 

Our d n g n e s s  to expend such effort and financial resources 
arises from our belief that by being obedient to what the Lord 
requires we will obtain the ultimate reward, exaltation in the 
Celestial Kingdom. Underlying this belief is an implied hier- 
archy of goals, as found in Figure 3. We accept direction from 
our Church leaders to become obedient members. Obedience 
leads to spirituality. Spirituality in this life builds the kingdom 
on earth and will lead to rewards in the next. 

As in corporations and public agencies, efforts can be dis- 
placed in religious organizations. Examples of goal displace- 
ment I have observed in the Church can be seen in the 
overemphasis on measures of efficiency rather than on meas- 
ures of effectiveness, in the design of our buildings, in stress- 
ing doing rather than feeling, in a failure to develop local 
leadership abdities, in reduced emphasis on meeting local needs, 
and in the creation of tests of faith. I will discuss each of these 
in detail and suggest how intermediate goals have displaced 
ultimate goals, occasionally with quite serious consequences. 

OVEREMPHASIS ON EFFICIENCY 

WE increasingly use measures of efficiency rather than 
measures of effectiveness in reviewing Church progress and 
successes. Most of these measures correspond to lower-level 
objectives. While the Church must utllize its resources efficiently, 
both efficiency and effectiveness need to be considered to 
balance the ultimate result. In some areas, however, measures 
of efficiency may be overstressed, leading to unwanted or 
unplanned results. 

I think back to my mission. We all knew that our ultimate 
goal was to convert souls to Christ. Yet intermediate measures 
seemed to get all of the attention. We had daily time logs to 
record what we did in ten-minute time blocks throughout the 
day. The mission president read statistics in zone conferences, 
and missionaries were publicly humiliated or praised based 
on those numbers. The missionaries with the most baptisms 
earned a tnp to the capital city, dinner with the mission presi- 

dent, and their picture on a plaque. With such incentives, 
missionaries often exercised poor judgment and baptized people 
who clearly were not prepared. Based on discussions I have 
had with others who have served missions, it appears that this 
is a common problem in missions throughout the world. 

Church leaders, both general and local, emphasize regular 
attendance at Church meetings. Yet we rarely measure the qual- 
ity of our Sunday experience. Like public schools, we pat our- 
selves on the back for a job well done if attendance is up. We 
devote much time and effort attempting to bring inactive mem- 
bers through the doors of the chapel, yet we spend much less 
energy evaluating and improving the quality of the experience 
for the participants. 

Several years ago a tnal program was instituted in several 
test stakes which resulted in the consolidated meeting sched- 
ule. I heard that a major reason for adopting the new schedule 
on a Church-wide basis was that attendance at auxiliary meet- 
ings increased as meetings were compressed into one three- 
hour time block. While I enjoy the convenience of one trip 
to church for formal meetings (although people still drive back 
and forth all day Sunday anyway), I feel it is time to look at 
this schedule's impact on the quality of our Sunday experience. 
There is much less opportunity to visit with ward members 
and attend to the business of the Church. (Let's face it, most 
of the real work of the Church gets done in the foyers between, 
after, and during church meetings.) Official attendance may be 
up, but sometimes this is paper attendance only: many go 
months or years without attending quorum meetings, Relief Soci- 
ety, or Sunday school, due to callings in youth auxiliaries. My 
children are well-behaved as a rule, but they soon become tired 
and irreverent in sacrament meeting after two hours of Primary. 
I don't think we would last if it weren't for snacks and trips 
to the drinking fountain. What all this adds up to is a less spiritu- 
ally nourishing experience for many adults. I usually come out 
of meetlngs tired and irritable rather than uplifted. 

DESIGN OF CHURCH BUILDINGS 

A N O T H E R  area which invites reexamination is the design 
of our church buildings. It seems that standardization and 
streamlining receive more consideration than the appropriate- 
ness of the buildings for the activities they are used for. It is 
incredible to me that a chapel would be constructed without 
windows. Natural light is symbolic of the spiritual light we seek. 
I think about Gothic cathedrals with their tall pillars reminis- 
cent of groves of trees and light filtering through stained glass 
windows as if through leaves. Boxy, unadorned chapels with 
carpeted walls hold little positive symbolism for me. 

Our cultural halls are a particularly sore spot with me (hence 
my subtitle, "Why did they Carpet the Gym!"). I visualize 
bureaucrats in the Church architects' office priding themselves 
on money saved in smaller cultural halls without wooden floors 
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and without stages. That frugality is admirable. Yet I wonder 
if these bureaucrats have ever played basketball on carpeted 
cement. Only a few trips to the emergency room or an ortho- 
pedic surgeon renders these gymnasiums cost ineffective. Knees 
take a real beating. Ankles are easily sprained. Many of these 
injuries are due to the carpet's gnpping action. Diving for volley- 
balls is out of the question-unless you like carpet bums. I don't 
recommend it. 

I have always believed that one of the great benefits of the 
Church is providing talented individuals the chance to per- 
form. The absence of a stage with curtains in our newer churches 
prohibits the production of quality programs. This is another 
example of how a low-level goal-cost-savings in chapel 
construction-can get in the way of a higher-level goal- 
providing members with meeting houses which meet their 
needs. 

And what about our newer temples? As a boy I was taught 
about the tremendous sacrifices made to construct temples of 
the finest materials and workmanship. Only the best was good 
enough for the Lord's house: it was a place out of the ordi- 
nary, a place as close as possible to our conception of deity's 
abode. We often mention the commitment of the Israelites under 
Moses and Solomon, and the Saints in Kirtland, Nauvoo, and 
Salt Lake, as examples of sacrifice and devotion. Has that com- 
mitment weakened? What happens to the symbolism and reli- 
gious experience of individuals attending "generic" temples that 
are barely distinguishable from stake centers? We pride our- 
selves on the rapid increase in the number of operating temples. 
But are we focusing on an appropriate indicator of success? 

DOING VERSUS FEELING 

T H E E  is a tremendous focus in the Church on what we 
do rather than how we feel about the gospel. Doing is essen- 
tial to the work of the Church. But without feeling we could 
just as well affix a list of our duties to the refrigerator door, 
and at the end of each week, count by the number of items 
checked off to see if we are bound for the celestial kingdom. 
Such a focus, of course, detracts from the need for inward con- 
version and spiritual awareness which is the essence of the 
gospel message. 

The home teaching program is a wonderful vehicle for ren- 
dering systematic service. But constant harping on percentages 
and the subtle coercion practiced by many quorum leaders 
detracts from the spirit of the program. It becomes easy to think 
of home teaching as a monthly duty rather than an opportu- 
nity to freely give Christ-like service. Home teachers soon leam 
they will be praised or scolded based upon the completion of 
a monthly visit. 

More emphasis could profitably be placed on the process 
of home teaching and on relationships with home teaching 
families. 

Missionaries, too, are asked more often about the ,lumber 
of baptisms and discussions taught than whether they enjoy 

their experience, what they could do to improve it, or how they 
are progressing as an individual. By the same token, I am con- 
cerned that not nearly enough time is spent by ward leaders 
probing the feelings and inner needs of our youth because pro- 
grams are geared toward the accomplishment of necessary, yet 
intermediate, goals and activities. 

An experience from my mission sticks with me to this day. 
Mission leaders came to a zone conference to present a pro- 
gram which would improve our effectiveness as missionaries. 
One leader told us that we should be offended if local mem- 
bers asked us in for a snack. We were to tell them that we were 
there only to do the Lord's work and that it was an insult to 
expect us to socialize. I was taken aback. When I looked over 
at my companion, a native missionary, his anger and resent- 
ment were revealed by flared nostrils and clenched fists. The 
fruit of this emphasis on programs, not people, was manifest 
in later conflicts between local leadership and American mis- 
sionaries. We thought we knew the right way to do things and 
were determined to see things done that way regardless of local 
members' feelings. 

DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL LEADERSHIP 

T H E  correlation movement has been successful in several 
key areas: decisions in the Church are made by the general 
Church leaders; programs are implemented uniformly through- 
out the Church; and guidelines are issued for dealing with almost 
any situation. However, as a result the Church must work 
through leaders who seem to be prepared mainly to follow rules 
and directives from above. Logcally, promotions within the 
Church go to those who best adhere to policies and procedures 
and produce favorable statistics in monthly reports. But unfailing 
obedience and dedication to programs are not enough to suc- 
cessfully fill a pastoral role. An important part of leadership 
is to develop and implement ideas to meet individual needs. 
Leaders must develop spiritual and emotional awareness; they 
must leam to assess the needs of those they are serving and 
develop solutions to meet those needs. An overemphasis on 
following programs and directives from above can detract from 
the development of these capabilities. 

IGNORING LOCAL NEEDS 

S ~ A ~ ~ A R D I z A n o N  can rob us of another important 
asset- the creativity of individual members. Our welfare pro- 
gram, the Primary, Mutual, Relief Society, all started with local 
initiatives. Standardization may be a sign of efficient organiza- 
tion, but it may also discourage the development of programs 
and materials which effectively meet the changng and diverse 
needs of its members. 

I have enjoyed teaching lessons in Sunday School and in 
elders quorums in every ward I have lived in. I find that most 
of what I have learned and taught in school also has applica- 
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; tion in a gospel setting. But I have seen fewer and fewer out- 

I side materials being brought in and less and less original thought 
I expressed. Many people take comfort in knowing that the same 

lesson or message is being given around the world, often on 
' the same Sunday. I feel it is absurd to teach the same material 

in a newly organized branch in South America and in Provo, 
Utah. Cultures, issues, and needs vary around the world. 
Homogenizing the Church experience, though a measure of suc- 
cess for some, can represent a failure to meet local needs. 

I am constantly urged to deliver a canned message to my 
home teaching families. Every month we receive the Ensign 
magazine with a First Presidency message. On fast Sunday a 
member of the elders quorum presidency reviews it for us. We 
are then asked to take it to our families and, in turn, have it 
presented to us by our own home teachers. When I ask my 
home teachers what they think about the message, they look 
at me oddly and paraphrase it again, as if no independent 
thought should enter into the process. This type of system is 
far from what I see as the way of true home teaching. 

When my wife attended the dedication of our new chapel 
the bishop told the congregation how wonderful it was that 
his involvement in planning the building's design consisted of 
choosing a swatch of wall covering. The rest was done by Salt 
Lake. We members had no say in the design of a building that 
was supposed to meet our needs and for which we helped pay 
through our contributions. (A returned missionary who served 
in England told me this anecdote, which is just one of many 
about church buildings: the chapels there were built efficiently 
and to exacting Utah standards, but after ten years in the humid 
English climate the buildings were literally falling apart.) 

TESTS OF FAITH 

B E a u s E  higher-level goals such as love and spirituality 
are so hard to measure, we tend to focus on less im~ortant 
intermediate goals. One consequence of this in the Church is 
the emergence of observable tests of faith by which we judge 
one another's worthiness- tests which are in and of themselves 
only intermediate goals. 

One test of faith which is waning in popularity is food storage. 
It used to be a type of acid test by which we judged ourselves 
and others. Those who had a one- or two-year supply of food 
on hand, with water-purifymg and wheat-grinding supplies, 
could feel assured that they were on the right track. Those who 
didn't were "iffy" in their nghteousness. 

Home gardening has been similarly abused. I am amused 
to hear talk after talk about the financial benefits of home 
production, especially after reading an Ensign article about a 
$5.00 tomato: by the time the family in the article had paid 
for fertilizer, weed killer, seed, and other articles, home produc- 
tion had become a money-losing proposition. Yet the author 
still felt that the experience of following the program was worth 
the effort. But, must each of us channel our time and energy 
and funds into an endeavor that is not cost effective for us? 

Ever since Bruce R McConkie equated cola drinks with Sec- 
tion 89 of the Doctrine and Covenants, this test of faith has 
been the subject of lively debates. For some, drinking cola is 
a way to be liberal while remaining basically faithful. For others 
it is a way to measure true conversion. I wonder when I buy 
decaffeinated Coke if I am guilty of not avoiding the appear- 
ance of evil. 

Another enduring test has been the number of children in 
our families. While our fertility rates have been coming down 
along with national trends, Mormons still have much larger fami- 
lies than the national average. Opposition to the Equal Rights 
Amendment was also used widely in the late 1970s as an indi- 
cation of individual members' faithfulness. I know of no other 
issue that caused so much anguish among women in the 
Church. Yet it affected our beliefs and religious goals only 
secondarily. The issue became more one of obedience to Church 
leaders than of adherence to moral principles. 

CONSEQUENCES OF GOAL DISPLACEMENT 

B m m M  Young seemed to feel that obedience was the 
most important principle in heaven. While obedience is essential 
to the functioning of any organization, I am concerned that we 
get so distracted with sub-goals and low-level measures that 
we frequently lose sight of our goal to become more Christ- 
like. I believe that the Lord is more concerned about our level 
of brotherly love and voluntary service than what brand of soft 
drink we buy or whether we grind wheat for bread. 

Occasionally, the same mentality that produces tests of faith 
can also lead to more serious problems. The Mountain Meadows 
massacre comes to mind as an extreme example. Just as with 
the Watergate conspirators, John D. Lee and his compatriots 
were highly motivated, obedient individuals with high allegiance 
to principles. Tragedy resulted when they pursued some of those 
intermediate principles blindly and ignored the higher prin- 
ciples that should have been a guiding light for their actions. 

During the late 1800s the Church was under siege. The fed- 
eral government was determined to wipe out polygamy, as had 
been done with slavery. The faithful of the Church were just 
as determined to see it continue. Mormon sermons were domi- 
nated by the topic, and in many minds living polygamy became 
synonymous with living the gospel itself. Devotion to this inter- 
mediate principle led to many actions which were clearly not 
in keeping with the higher ideals of the gospel. Laws were 
broken, people were misled, federal authorities were disobeyed. 
During (and before) the Nauvoo days, the highest leaders of 
the Church used a type of doublespeak to conceal the prac- 
tice. In retrospect, many of their actions appear not to be in 
keeping with the principles of the gospel. Misrepresentations 
and perjury continued through the Great Basin colonization 
period. Laws were systematically broken to avoid arrest and 
continue the practice. Some fundamentalist groups survive to 
this day to perpetuate what they believe is the true order of 
Mormonism. This occurs in spite of the continual urgng of 
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Church leaders to be honest, law-abiding citizens. 
More recently, a similar phenomenon occurred. I witnessed 

women being recruited over the pulpit in sacrament meeting 
to get on buses headed for Springfield, Illinois, to lobby against 
the ERA. They were instructed to tell people that they were 
not part of an organized group. I later heard high Church offi- 
cials deny that this organizing had taken place. The evidence 
also indicates that Church funds were illegally used for politi- 
cal purposes and that misrepresentations were made about the 
extent of Salt Lake officials' involvement in lobbying activities. 

In these cases we must not harshly judge the individuals 
involved. They were motivated by what they thought was their 
duty. But in terms of this paper, the problems arose when they 
focused too narrowly on a short-term objective which became 
so important it clouded their judgment and displaced their 
higher ideals. 

WHAT CAN BE DONE? 

THm are no miracle answers or cures to the problem 
of goal displacement. It occurs in the most successful and well- 
managed organizations, and may or may not be readily appar- 
ent. But I would offer some guidelines which may help in evalu- 
ating our success as a church. 

The first is to make an on-going, concerted effort to con- 
centrate on the attainment and measurement of higher-level 
goals. In the final analysis, spirituality, love, and personal and 
communal growth are what the Church is about. Our many 
programs, goals, principles, and guidelines are simply vehicles 
for getting us to these higher states. 

Second, we must make a concerted effort to emphasize both 
effectiveness and efficiency when we assess our progress and 
success. Effectiveness is more d5cult to quantlfy than efficiency. 
It is hard ro reduce to descriptive statistics. But effectiveness 
in achieving spiritual progression is what we are striving for. 

Finally, we must constantly ask ourselves if our lower-level 
goals are really helping us to achieve the higher-level ones. Do 
our actions make sense in the light of higher priorities, and 
are we spending our time and energy effectively? Authors in 
the popular management press emphasize that this is the only 
way for organizations to be successful in the long run. One 
of the surest ways for the Church to do this is to increase local 
involvement in setting organizational goals. We must expect 
Church leaders who announce new goals and objectives to also 
ask us for our input. In this way, commitment will be increased 
anel assumprions will be constantly reevaluated. 

The Church is an amazing organization which has accom- 
plished a great deal over the last 160 years. One of the main 
reasons I began graduate studies in organizational behavior was 
that it helped me understand my church experience. I have 
h d  $rat we can use concepts fiom that discipline to improve 
audves  and aur church organization. Even in a religious 
organization, bureaucracy has a life of its own and we must 
deal with it an its own terms. We must be aware of the possi- 

bility of goal displacement in order to avoid or correct it. We 
should not be ashamed of our imperfections, but neither should 
we ignore them. It is only through each member's commitment 
and adherence to the higher-level goals of the Church that it 
will truly succeed. It is up to each of us to make sure that this 
happens. V 
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